
 Judy Ye • Software Developer 
 judyy.ye@gmail.com  • (510)219-4067 •  GitHub  •  LinkedIn 

 Skills 

 Languages and Frameworks:  JavaScript | HTML | CSS  |  React | JSON 
 Systems and Practices:  Test Driven Development |  Mocha/Chai | Cypress | E2E | Github 

 Technical Projects 

 EscapeLink  |  Deployed Link  | Team Project 
 Tech:  WebSocket, JS, React, React Router, Cypress,  HTML, CSS, GitHub, VS Code 
 Created a web application that allows users to play a virtual escape room individually/together 

 ●  Collaborated on a team of FE and BE developers to create a gaming application that 
 allows for instantaneously bi-directional interactive communication using WebSockets 

 ●  Utilized Miro boards and Github Projects to wireframe and plan 
 PetBook  |  Deployed Link  | Team Project 
 Tech:  JS, React, React Router, Cypress, Express, HTML,  CSS, GitHub, VS Code 
 Created a multi-page web application that allows users to view and add their pets’ data 

 ●  Collaborated on a team of 4 developers to create a frontend application and the 
 corresponding backend with RESTful API from scratch using ExpressJS 

 ●  Applied end-to-end testing via Cypress to evaluate user flow from start to finish 
 Travel Tracker  |  Deployed Link  | Solo Project 
 Tech:  JS, HTML, CSS, GitHub, VS Code, Mocha/Chai,  Markdown 
 Created a web application that allows users to track and manage their trips 

 ●  Utilized HTML, CSS, and JS to create an accessible application that allows for user 
 interactions by using array prototype methods to perform data manipulation 

 ●  Consumed API endpoints through network requests 

 Work Experience 

 Oakland Dental Group  , Oakland, CA  Oct.2012-Apr.2023 

 Office Manager/Dental Assistant/Billing and Treatment Coordinator 

 ●  Efficiently scheduled appointments and coordinated treatment plans for an average of 

 100 patients weekly, ensuring patient flow and satisfaction 

 ●  Effectively communicated with patients and insurance providers, minimizing out-of-pocket 

 expenses and maximizing benefits 

 ●  Managed and trained team members, overseeing patient communication and schedules 

 while collaborating within diverse cross-functional teams to ensure efficient operations 

 and meet treatment deadlines 

 Education and Training 

 Turing School of Software and Design  , Denver, CO  Apr.2023- Nov.2023 
 Accredited Frontend Software Engineering Certificate 

 ●  1500 hours of programming experience over a 7-month intensive, ACCET-accredited 
 software development program 

 University of California, Los Angeles  , Los Angeles,  CA  2012 
 Bachelor of Arts, Psychology 
 Bachelor of Arts, Chinese 
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